
FIRST REVIEWS
(3 WEEKS AFTER PUBLICATION)

• „The style of writing is simply superb. As a reader, you‘re

immediately stuck to the story, unable to put the book

away. (…) Absolutely worth reading! Reader „Sandra“ 

• „A true highlight in children‘s publishing. It hit my heart at 

the deepest and I can only recommend it. (…) Everything

makes sense, a true gem.“ Book Blog „Mandys Bücherecke“ 

(1,047 followers on Facebook)

• „This simply needs to be read! (…) I thought that nothing

could still surprise me. That must have been a miscalcuation. 

(…) By reading and learning about each character, you

absolutely feel how much blood, sweat and tears the writing

must have taken.“ Reader „Rocky M“

• „The highly succesful author Vanessa Walder made us wait

much too long for a new, exciting and unusual new book

series. (…) I feel in love with Enni on page 1. (…) (We) know

that Vanessa Walder is able to tell exceptional stories.“ 

Reader and Mom-Blogger „benundtimsmama“

„I liked the story but not the

beeps in the audio edition.“

In translation

before publication! 
First Rights sold

to Korea!



FIRST REVIEWS
(3 WEEKS AFTER PUBLICATION)

• „A must for fans of John Green, Raquel Palacio and Andreas Steinhöfel? This 

book nearly shouted my name. (…) To sum it up: A great start of a new series, 

definitely whetting my appetite for following volumes, being engrossed in the

story. I liked (it) so much, extremely addictive. I really can‘t wait for Volume 2!“ 

Book Blogger „CorniHolmes“ (7,000 followers on Instagram)

• „With Enni Alser, Vanessa Walder created a protagonist who catches every

reader on the hop. (…) Never surrender, that‘s what readers aged 10 and up

learn from her. (…) The story isn‘t only good and thrilling entertainment, at the

same time it sends important messages to the young readers without moralizing.“ 

Reader „Solveig“

• „270 pages separated into 22 clearly arranged chapters that will definitely not 

demand too much of readers aged 10 and up, enriched by illustrations in b/w. 

(…) the author and the publishing house succeeded by choosing first-class 

illustrator Barbara Korthues. (…) An absolute must-read!“                                                           

Psychologist and Book Reviewer Elke Seifried

„I liked the story but not the

beeps in the audio edition.“



FIRST REVIEWS
(3 WEEKS AFTER PUBLICATION)

• „Narrating with crossed-out swearwords takes a little getting used to, but it‘s a great

way to tell a story I really like this rhetorical device. An amazing YA book, written in a 

very special way. Great characters, a deepness in the great twists and turns of the

plot.“ Reader „Claudia“

• „What‘s exceptionally amazing about this story is the swearing. (…) That makes this

become an absolutely convincing story, something very special. Diving into it is so 

much fun. (…) I never listened to such an outstanding audio book, convincing and 

rigorous in itself, astonishing, entertaining but at the same time in-depth and 

motivating. It‘s sheer madness and off the chain!  Reader „hanhan“

• „I am impressed by Enni beig such a brave young girl. I never thought bad about her 

behaviour for only one second over the whole story. Although she ***** up again and 

again, there is no option to not like her. (…) That shows how much work the author put

into writing down Enni‘s story. Often, there are situations when Enni tells about her past. 

That‘s her way of explaining why she behaves the way she does. Enni definitely is a 

well-outlined character, which was highly impressive. (…) She is everything but pale or

cardboard. (…) The characters are convincing due to their unusual diversity and 

strength (…). Many details make this book become unique.“                                                          

Reader Anna-Lena Diemke

„I liked the story but not the

beeps in the audio edition.“



FIRST REVIEWS
(3 WEEKS AFTER PUBLICATION)

• „Obviously without any trouble, Vanessa Walder tells a thrilling and entertaining story, keeping it in 
balance with a serious and in-depth topic. (…) She helps all readers with a valuable advice for
growing-up: ‚Always know you‘re right love‘ (p. 167). In conclusion: An absolutely great book that
should be read in schools!“  Book Blogger „H.“ (3,103 helpful reviews on Amazon)

• „An unsual way of storytelling that pleasantly contrasts, also because of the censorship. Being so 
unusual, Enni surprises again and again. (…) An exceptional book for olderkids. (…) This book
absolutely carried (my daughter and me) away by enthusiasm.“ Book Blog „Buchverzueckt“

• „Enni wants to tell you the truth about her life and that won‘t work without using a tough 

language. (…) You‘ll quickly learn that „The Unbearables“ are not a group of xxxxx. Vanessa 
Walder definitely does away with stereotypical thinking and clichés. She creates characters who
positively surprise the reader again and again. The text is exceptionally powerful because of its
words that touch you intensively, a variety of statements that cause rethinking. Messages that
make you suffer vicariously with the protagonist, by jokes and sayings you should remember. It‘s
about bravery, friendship, strong company and doing things that bring you to borders but make
the group a team. Different characters that surprise over and over again make reading this book
an exceptional experience. And the plot remains gripping until the last page. First and foremost, I 
loved this way of narration. Everything is described in such an original and detailed way that the
plot unspooled like a movie in my head. My dedicated compliment to the author Vanessa Walder 
who showed again that she is one of the best and biggest storytellers in her business. Can‘t wait
for it to be continued!!!“ Reader „Nele“

„I liked the story but not the

beeps in the audio edition.“



A rebellious young girl who has seen it all

An isolated boarding school in the mountains with a dark secret

5 particular friends 

One shared plan to escape … 

There’s only the one dead 

giveaway for incarcerations: 

The fact that, once you’re

in, you can’t get out 

anymore.

Well, bitches—let’s see ….

Loewe Verlag GmbH, Bühlstraße 4, 95463 Bindlach, Germany,  www.loewe-verlag.de/rights

A narrative voice that will get under your skin

The Unbearables & me
Life‘s an Error in Calculation

For

young

readers

10+



Abusive language? Fits of rage? 

Eleven-year-old Enni has every reason to be angry! She’d finally found new foster parents, 

and now they're sending her to a secluded boarding school while they move to Switzerland 

with her brother. 

But Enni has a plan: She’ll escape and find Noah. Unfortunately, she’ll need help from the 

other boarders — all psychos and creeps, in Enni's eyes. But then it turns out, these 

Unbearables have a secret plan of their own ...

The awesome start of 

a brand new series!

(three books planned)

• A strong and relatable character 

with an authentic voice

• b/w illustrations throughout 270 

pages by Barbara Korthues

• With swear words crossed out: 

authentic, yet funny!

• Suited for boys and girls from the 

age of 10

About the author:
Vanessa Walder, born in Vienna in 1978, studied law in Heidelberg before

reaching her matriculation in 1996. Since 1997 she published several short

stories and over 90 children‘s books, which were translated into more than 27 

languages. Furthermore, she works as a translator. Today, Vanessa Walder lives

in a charming old house by a lake in Berlin. 
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